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NEW QUESTION: 1
You are the sales manager at a distribution company.
You have a drop-ship order for a batch of chemicals that will go directly from your vendor to
your customer.
You need to create and process this direct delivery within Dynamics 365 Finance and
Operations.
Which three actions should you perform in sequence? To answer, move the appropriate actions
from the list of actions to the answer area and arrange them in the correct order.
Answer:
Explanation:

NEW QUESTION: 2
Which is NOT valid information in the SQLHOSTS connectivity file (or on windows the
SQLHOSTS registry key)?
A. Connection type.
B. Host name and service name.
C. Database server name or alias.
D. Number of listener threads.
Answer: D

NEW QUESTION: 3
You have five sales regions. Each region is assigned a single salesperson.
You have an imported dataset that has a dynamic row-level security (RLS) role named Sales.
The Sales role filters sales transaction data by salesperson.
Salespeople must see only the data from their region.

You publish the dataset to powerbi.com, set RLS role membership, and distribute the dataset
and related reports to the salespeople.
A salesperson reports that she believes she should see more data.
You need to verify what data the salesperson currently sees.
What should you do?
A. Use the Test as role option to view data as the Sales role.
B. Use the Test as role option to view data as the salesperson's user account.
C. Instruct the salesperson to open the report in Microsoft Power Bl Desktop.
D. Filter the data in the reports to match the intended logic in the filter on the sales transaction
table.
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION: 4
Which of the following DoD Model layer provides non-repudiation services?
A. application layer.
B. network layer.
C. transport layer.
D. data link layer.
Answer: A
Explanation:
The Application Layer determines the identity of the communication partners and this is where
Non-Repudiation service would be provided as well. See the layers below:
C:UsersMCSDesktop1.jpg
DOD Model DoD Model
The following answers are incorrect:
network layer. Is incorrect because the Network Layer mostly has routing protocols, ICMP, IP,
and IPSEC. It it not a layer in the DoD Model. It is called the Internet Layer within the DoD
model.
transport layer. Is incorrect because the Transport layer provides transparent transfer of data
between end users. This is called Host-to-Host on the DoD model but sometimes some books
will call it Transport as well on the DoD model.
data link layer. Is incorrect because the Data Link Layer defines the protocols that computers
must follow to access the network for transmitting and receiving messages. It is part of the OSI
Model. This does not exist on the DoD model, it is called the Link Layer on the DoD model.
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